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Fun Facts:
Learned in SPC:
Houston B. Teehee was
the first mayor of Tahlequah. He was also the U.S.
Treasurer under President
Wilson.
Alice Brown Davis was the
first woman chief of the
Seminoles and also Muskogee's first postmaster.

Acquisitions Fall Report
We have been steadily increasing in the
number of order requests that are being
received from Resource Coordinators and
the flow of orders out and material in has
been slowly increasing. As of the end of
November we have sent out 1119 orders of
which 593 have been received from the vendors.
At the beginning of November, we had the
Scholastic book sale which involved the folks
from Acquisitions as well as others in Technical Services and other departments. At
the end of the week, we earned enough to
select 89 books for a total of $887. Our
sales totaled over $2,000 which made this
another successful event. Thanks to
Amanda’s efforts, we even had bagels available two days.

The Ebsco renewal invoice is in and posting is
about to begin on the invoices so that prices will
be up to date for the release of the annual subscription review list in January.
The closing of the NSU-Muskogee library has
created some interesting conversations about
newspaper deliveries, etc.
Gift donations have been falling recently which is
either a good thing … or a bad thing. Donations
are always welcome from our NSU family. Just a
thought if you are looking at a little extra deduction for your tax return.
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A Word from the Cataloging Department
Tips for searching movies in the library catalog:

Gangster films
Godfather films

Did you know you can do an author search for
the main actors and actresses and the directors
of films? For example: Hanks, Tom; Monroe,
Marilyn; Spielberg, Steven; Howard, Ron.

Harry Potter films
Historical films
Historical television programs
Horror films

Subject searching is also possible. Try a subject
search for the following genre headings:

Indiana Jones films

Genre headings for videorecordings:

Juvenile delinquency films

Action and adventure films

Legal films

Animal films
DVDs:
The King's Speech (PN1997.2 .K564
2011)
Blazing Saddles (PN1997 .B6714 2004)
(replacement copy for one that could
not be repaired after 54 checkouts)
Dr. No (PN1995.9.J3 D7 2008)
Casino Royale (PN1995.9.J3 C386
2007)
Powwow Highway (SPC PN1997 .P679
2011)

Martial arts films

Animated films

Musical films (NOT Musicals)

Books:
The Killing of Crazy Horse (E99.O3
C7255 2010)
Our dying planet : an ecologist's view of
the crisis we face (GF75 .S25 2011)
Walt Disney imagineering : a behind the
dreams look at making more magic real
(GV1851 .W353 2010)
Banned books : challenging our freedom to read (Perm Reserve Z658.U6
D692 2010)
Plum lovin' / Janet Evanovich
(PS3555.V2126 P56 2008)

Batman films

James Bond films

Police films

Biographical films

Prison films

Biographical television programs

Romantic comedy films

Boxing films

Science fiction films

Caper films

Science fiction television programs

Children’s films

Sophisticated comedy films

Comedy films

Sports films

Crime films

Spy films

Detective and mystery films

Star Trek films

Documentary films

Star Wars films

Documentary television programs

Superhero films

Educational films

Teen films

Educational television programs

Thrillers (Motion pictures)

Fantasy films

Thrillers (Television programs)

Feature films

Western films

Foreign films

Collection Maintenance Fall Activities
Collection Maintenance has been working
on regular work this semester. Ashley, our
student, has been checking in magazines
promptly, bindery shipments have been
going out every three weeks and many
added volumes of monographs and serials
have been handled.
In mending, music scores have been waiting until we get our order of music binders.
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We had used all the binders we had.
We have been working with Musko-

have been weeded from the
shelves.

gee materials all semester. Many

Supply orders have been com-

were withdraw or relocated and re-

ing in and we are ordering a

cently the rest have new statuses of

quantity of barcodes this year.

In Transit (Y Collection) or Muskogee

Fingers crossed that the bar-

Storage.

codes last until the order

Linda is working on withdrawing three
trucks of Oklahoma documents that

comes in.

